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Abstract – The automotive industry requires ultra‑reliable low‑latency connectivity for its vehicles, and as such, it is one
of the promising customers of 5G ecosystems and their orchestrated network infrastructure. In particular, Multi‑Access Edge
Computing (MEC) providesmoving vehicles with localized low‑latency access to service instances. However, given themobility
of vehicles, and various resource demand patterns at the distributed MEC nodes, challenges such as fast recon iguration of
the distributed deployment according to mobility pattern and associated service and resource demand need to be mitigated.
In this paper, we present the orchestrated edges platform, which is a solution for orchestrating distributed edges in complex
cross‑border network environments, tailored to Connected, Cooperative, and Automated Mobility (CCAM) use cases within a
5G ecosystem. The proposed solution enables collaboration between orchestrators that belong to different tiers, and various
federated edge domains, with the goal to enable service continuity for vehicles traversing cross‑border corridors. The paper
presents the prototype that we built for the H2020 5G‑CARMEN trials, including the validation of the orchestration design
choices, followed by the promising results that span both orchestration (orchestration latency) and application performance‑
related metrics (client‑to‑edge and edge‑to‑edge service data plane latencies).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The 5𝑡ℎ generation of the cellular mobile communication
system (5G) is being deployed stepwise in the mobile op‑
erators’ infrastructures, thereby promising reduced la‑
tency and high bandwidth communication services to not
only mobile devices but also vertical industries. The 5G
users and vertical industries have diverse service require‑
ments, and access to services, needs to be provided in a
resource and energy‑ef icient manner. Advanced releases
of the 5G standard add features to the initial Release 15
that was frozen in 2019. The advanced features serve as
a toolbox and can be selected and enabled in support of
a tailored and customized network deployment, that has,
for example, strong requirements on ultra‑Reliable Low
Latency Communication (uRLLC) with low or even zero
tolerance. The Network Function Virtualization (NFV) as
one of the main 5G technology enablers affords the 5G
core network architecture to follow a clear separation be‑
tween the control and data planes. This separation en‑
ables automated and agile deployment and LifecycleMan‑
agement (LCM) of the associated Virtualized Network
Functions (VNFs), constituting to delivery of customized
network services catering to a variety of use cases over
the same 5G network infrastructure. Furthermore, Multi‑
Access Edge Computing (MEC) systems are being widely
deployed in distributed cloud networks to support low‑
latency and localized access to virtualized services by de‑
ploying them topologically close to the end users. How‑
ever, due to the fact that 5G core, NFV, and MEC tech‑
nologies are being developed by different standardiza‑
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Fig. 1 – High‑level overview of cross‑domain orchestration of
distributed 5G edges.

tion bodies, the deployment, integration, and interplay of
these solutions in 5G are not coordinated.
In particular, MEC complements the 5G ecosystem end‑
to‑end view, including deployment of and access to net‑
work and service functions from the Application Service
(AS) as a service producer to the mobile User Equipment
(UE) as a service consumer, with options to provide ser‑
vices topologically closer to the service consumer in dis‑
tributed edge network data centers. Such distributed de‑
ployment of services on MEC platforms, denoted as edge
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services, enables the localization of services and poten‑
tially increases the experienced service quality. Further‑
more, the collection and analytics of data points associ‑
ated with edge services, such as data plane performance,
or resource consumption, are localized as well. The pro‑
visioning of edge services on top of the virtualized in‑
frastructure enables dynamic deployment and scaling of
services. Continuous monitoring of service and platform‑
related data creates means for automating the deploy‑
ment and LCM of distributed edge services. Hence, NFV
and MEC potentially enable the optimization of a variety
of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in the context of
functional (Quality of Experience (QoE)), as well as non‑
functional, requirements. However, using localized ser‑
vices in an agile environment, such as the automotive in‑
dustry with moving vehicles being connected to infras‑
tructure services through various Mobile Network Oper‑
ators (MNOs) and where UEs follow diverse and chang‑
ing mobility patterns, is highly challenging. In that case,
the dynamic recon iguration of edge service deployment
and maintaining connectivity of UEs to the topologically
closest edge service is required, and as such, it demands
edge‑to‑edge optimizations.
In this paper, we present the orchestrated edges plat‑
form as an achievement of the automotive EU project
5G‑CARMEN, which enables federated and automated
Management and Orchestration (MANO) of distributed
MEC resources and corresponding edge services for Con‑
nected, Cooperative andAutomatedMobility (CCAM). Key
objectives of the project include the provisioning and con‑
tinuity of CCAM services to connected vehicles while they
travel across country borders and perform handover to
a different MNO. In particular, Fig. 1 depicts a high‑level
view of the implemented reference architecture, where
vehicles connect to edge services through the cellular 5G
system of anMNO. The 5G system architecture comprises
control and data plane functions, such as Access and Mo‑
bility Management Function (AMF), SessionManagement
Function (SMF), Policy Control Function (PCF), and User
Plane Function (UPF). The MNOs can extend their 5G sys‑
tem with MEC facilities and associated resources, where
one or multiple instances of virtualized edge service can
be deployed, monitored, recon igured, and scaled, in or‑
der to meet and maintain all service level objectives and
performance expectations. The described solution for or‑
chestrating distributed5GEdges includes key enabling el‑
ements for the localization of management and orches‑
tration tasks, computational and protocol‑related load
distribution, data analytics, and mobile data plane pro‑
grammability, for the enforcement of traf ic steering poli‑
cies on the 5G N6 reference point.
The irst bene it of the proposed orchestrated edges plat‑
form is measured in terms of delegating the orchestra‑
tion role to edge‑level orchestrators and allowing them
to communicate orchestration‑related decisions directly
from edge to edge. This is measured via metrics such as
orchestration latency (duration of performing a particu‑
lar orchestration operation such as CCAM service instan‑
tiation), and a number of signaling messages that repre‑
sent a communication overhead imposed by orchestra‑
tors that work jointly towards performing service recon‑

igurations in cross‑border setups. The second bene it is
measured by studying the improvements in data plane la‑
tency experienced by end users (vehicles) in the case of
upgrading Kubernetes native Container Networking In‑
terface (CNI) with Fast Data Input Output (FDIO) capa‑
bilities. This metric refers to the data plane communica‑
tion between the client and the CCAM service running on
the edge, i.e., client‑to‑edge communication. Finally, we
evaluate the third bene it, which is advancing the edge‑
to‑edge communication between peering CCAM service
instances, which is a service‑to‑service communication,
thereby improving the data plane latency between MEC
application instances.
In the view of continuous availability, quality, low latency,
and scale of CCAM services in a such challenging auto‑
motive cross‑border environment, this paper provides a
brief insight into related work in Section 2 and a com‑
prehensive description of the key architectural and func‑
tional components of the speci ied, developed and de‑
ployed enablers for federated and orchestrated 5G edges
in Section 3. The methodology for testing and valida‑
tion is described in Section 4 and is based on selected
KPIs for the developed prototype, which has been inte‑
grated with the production network for mobile commu‑
nication of three European MNOs, i.e. Deutsche Telekom
AG (DTAG),Magenta TelecomAustria (MTA), and Telecom
Italia Mobile (TIM). Results of the accomplished experi‑
mental analysis and validation are captured in Section 5,
while Section 6 concludes this article with an assessment
of the evaluated and presented KPIs as well as advice for
future developments.

2. RELATEDWORK
Over the course of the last decade, NFVhas been an essen‑
tial network and service management enabler. However,
with the requirements coming from the vertical indus‑
tries for real‑time deployments of VNFs and physical net‑
work resources, reliable and fast lifecycle management of
those functions has become extremely complex [1]. Given
the highmobility of vehicles and their strict requirements
for service quality in different vehicular scenarios, MEC
has been studied as a prominent technology for enabling
low‑latency close‑to‑user access to the cloud‑native ser‑
vices that enhance and extend awareness in cooperative
and connected scenarios for vehicle maneuvering oper‑
ations [2]. Nevertheless, as opposed to resources in the
cloud, edge resources are: i) constrained, i.e., the amount
of computing resources is limited due to the smaller pro‑
cessors and a limitedpower budget [3], ii) heterogeneous,
as resources might belong to different vendors, and iii)
distributed and dynamic, i.e., nature of edge resources
is luctuating due to the changes in workload, traf ic de‑
mand, and users’ mobility [3, 4]. Therefore, proper man‑
agement of such resources needs to be ensured, in order
to use the computing and network resources in an opti‑
mized manner.
Given their well‑known NFV MEC framework [5], ETSI
is the global leader in standardizing orchestration‑based
frameworks, thus, NFV MANO tools should be designed
and developed with reference to the ETSI NFV MANO
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framework to increase their applicability in real‑life sys‑
tems, as well as their compatibility with other orchestra‑
tion systems. Our orchestrated edges platform follows the
principles of the ETSI NFV MEC framework while extend‑
ing current standards by de ining reference points be‑
tween mobile edge network orchestration functions.
As the focus of our paper is placed on the federation
and multi‑domain aspects for orchestrating highly chal‑
lenging automotive services, the multi‑domain capabil‑
ities represent a strong contributing factor to iltering
the orchestration solutions. The ’multi‑domain’ refers
to the ability to establish a connection with MEC plat‑
forms from different edge domains using Representa‑
tional State Transfer (REST) and to enable communica‑
tion between different orchestration entities in multiple
domains. Thus, let us start from an earlier study of chal‑
lenges in multi‑domain orchestration for NFV, conducted
by Katsalis et al. [6], in which they proposed an archi‑
tecture with distributed orchestration functions per do‑
main, including the multi‑domain orchestration entity on
top of the distributed units. Themain challenges that Kat‑
salis et al. [6] noted are the distinction of boundaries be‑
tween domains and the de inition of the domain per se,
lack of proper VNF and Network Service (NS) descriptors
that can be used for multi‑domain environments, the role
of higher layer orchestrator (whether it should be cen‑
tralized or distributed), lack of standardized interfaces,
and challenges related to dynamicity in service provision‑
ing. In this paper, and in particular Section 3, we address
those challenges and present the architecture of the or‑
chestrated edges platform that has beenprototyped in the
5G‑CARMEN cross‑border trial environment.
There are several important pieces of research that
have recently put the spotlight on federated and multi‑
domain orchestration in complex network environments
[7, 8, 9]. In particular, Taleb et al. [7] propose a multi‑
domain management and orchestration framework for
utilizing network slices that are deployed on top of the
federated resources. Their solution is based on a fully‑
ledged network slice orchestration stratum, which in‑
teracts with a cross‑domain slice coordinator in order
to allocate single‑domain resources for deploying the re‑
quirednetwork slice instances. To address the same issue,
the 5GROUTES project [8] leverages European Telecom‑
munications Standards Institute (ETSI) Zero‑touch Ser‑
viceManagement (ZSM) speci ication for achieving cross‑
domainmanagement of services deployed in a CCAM con‑
text. However, Efthymiopoulou et al. [8] present only
the idea and overview of the proposed architecture with
”day 1” and ”day 2” cross‑domain operations (provision‑
ing, and runtime management, respectively), with no de‑
tails about thepractical implementation andperformance
evaluation.
One practical approach to address multi‑domain orches‑
tration is presented by Baggio et al. [10], where their X‑
MANO solution introduces the federation over multiple
domains through the following core components: i) Fed‑
eration Agent (FA), which sits on top of a particular do‑
main, and interacts with the domain orchestrators, and
other lifecycle managers, ii) Federation Manager (FM),
which interactswith one ormore FAs, and iii) OpenVPNas

a cross‑domain link. Another orchestration solution that
is widely used nowadays is Open Network Automation
Platform (ONAP), consisting of modular and layered ar‑
chitecture that improves interoperability and simpli ies
integration with multiple VNF environments. In such an
architecture, the service orchestrator performs orches‑
tration at a high level, with an end‑to‑end view of the in‑
frastructure, network, and applications, while the multi‑
site state coordination module enables scaling to multi‑
site environments to support global scale infrastructure
requirements.
An important work on studying the bene its of evolv‑
ing from single‑domain networks tomanagingmore chal‑
lenging multi‑domain scenarios is presented by Scian‑
calepore et al. [11]. Their solution is implemented lever‑
aging the aforementioned ONAP concepts, and in the
work [11], they focus on a 5G management and orches‑
tration architecture that overcomes limitations imposed
by state‑of‑the‑art orchestration frameworks that are
stretching single operational NFV domains. In particular,
Sciancalepore et al. [11] built a proof‑of‑concept based
on ONAP, where they collected important results on com‑
munication overhead as well as the end‑to‑end service
delay while deploying three relevant multi‑domain net‑
work slices and comparing their solution with the legacy
system (a single orchestrator). Their results are promis‑
ing, as they show improvements in both latencies of per‑
forming orchestration operations and signaling overhead.
Our insights and results go beyond this study as we show
the impact of localization gain (bene its of delegating
orchestration operations to edge‑level orchestrators) in
a real cross‑border setup built within the 5G‑CARMEN
project, focusing on the horizontal interactions between
federated edges, once the vertical agreements between
edge‑level and top‑level orchestrators are made (signal‑
ing overhead minimized).
We noticed that the de inition of ’multi‑domain’ aspects
varies across research works, where some of them re‑
fer to the network segments (radio, edge, transport, and
core) as domains that should be orchestrated and harmo‑
nized. As a wide variety of vertical services need to op‑
erate in an end‑to‑end manner, i.e., stretching over net‑
work segments from ixed or mobile access to the edge
and the core, or accessing the telco cloud and multiple
hyper‑scale clouds [1], Amdocs has developed a network
orchestration solution that covers lifecycle management
of services in different network segments. Their architec‑
ture consists of orchestrators that are carefully designed
and located at different network segments, however, it
does not include federation aspects where multiple edge
or administrative domains are affected by users’ maneu‑
vering operations.
Finally, in their work on cross‑domain orchestration for
edge‑based smart roads, Yuan et al. [12] present an in‑
teresting solution based on a multi‑agent orchestration
framework leveraging swarm intelligence. In their ap‑
proach, each vehicle is associated with an edge cloud
agent, which is in charge of not only provisioning and
managing edge resources for this vehicle but also pro‑
viding routing recommendations based on the behavior
of vehicles on the road. Thus, the problem they tackle
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encompasses also the requirements for agent migration
along with the movement of vehicles. Their multi‑agent‑
based cross‑domain resource orchestration framework is
evaluated in a simulation environment, leveraging learn‑
ingmodels trained on the datasets collected from the traf‑
ic conditions and routing patterns of taxicabs in peak
and mid‑peak hours during 2012. Although innovative
and promising, such solutions still seem complex for real‑
life cross‑domain environments, where associating each
vehicle with an always‑on exclusive agent on the edge
cloud seems hardly feasible given the scarce resources
and limited capabilities at the edges to run massive ma‑
chine learning libraries.
From the overview of the state‑of‑the‑art in this sec‑
tion, we can see that the existing orchestration solutions
are tackling an end‑to‑end perspective in virtualized net‑
work infrastructure. However, when compared to our
framework they are still lacking the support for auto‑
mated edge‑to‑edge interactions toward low‑latency ser‑
vice deployment that are tailored to highly challenging
mobile scenarioswhile enabling fast orchestration opera‑
tions across different network edges. In addition, another
missing link is coupling with 3𝑟𝑑 Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) systems, such as 5G and beyond, as most
state‑of‑the‑art frameworks do not envision the design of
the platform and its operations in accordance with the
overall 5G ecosystem.

3. ORCHESTRATED EDGES PLATFORM

3.1 Platform overview and architecture
In this section, we present a brief overview of key ar‑
chitectural components of the orchestrated edges plat‑
form,which is illustrated in Fig. 2. The architecture shows
a cross‑border setup, i.e., a federated environment set‑
ting, with two administrative domains that can be associ‑
ated with different countries and/or MNOs. The cooper‑
ation and interaction between platform components en‑
able federated and secure cross‑domainmanagement and
orchestration of 5G edge domains with MEC platforms
that host distributed service deployments.
The standardization framework provided by ETSI MEC
[5], ETSI NFV [13], and 3GPP [14, 15], is used as a baseline
for the design of the overall platform. The resulting and
presented solution for the orchestration of distributed 5G
edges includes two orchestration tiers, i.e., i) top‑level or‑
chestrators that are responsible for the orchestration of
the overall administrative domain (e.g., country or net‑
work provider domain), and ii) edge‑level ones that per‑
form lifecycle management of services deployed in their
respective edge domains. This two‑tier architectural de‑
sign enforces the collaboration between 5G edges, via
the Or‑Or and Lo‑Lo reference points shown in Fig. 2,
which translates into the interaction between edge‑level
orchestrators that collaborate in order to proactively per‑
form orchestration operations based on vehicles’ mobil‑
ity and resource demands on the distributed MEC nodes.
In addition, to further support service continuity, the or‑
chestrated edges platform also enables services and ap‑
plications deployed on those edges to connect to peer‑

ing service/application instances in different domains [2]
on two more layers, denoted as service‑based interfaces
(Service Mesh) and amobile data plane, as indicated with
the blue and red dashed line in Fig. 2 for the service mesh
and the data plane respectively.
The functional split between two orchestration tiers al‑
lows top‑level orchestrators, i.e., NFV Service Orchestra‑
tors (NFV‑SOs), to of load/delegate their tasks to the cor‑
responding edge‑level orchestrators, in order to decrease
the processing load at the top‑level tier while enabling
more ef icient MANO operations to be performed directly
at the network edges. Here we brie ly describe the role of
each functional component in the architecture shown in
Fig. 2.

• NFV‑SO: The operational scope of the top‑level or‑
chestrator of the two‑tier orchestrated edges plat‑
form includes the management of the entire virtu‑
alized infrastructure of one administrative domain
(e.g., MNO’s domain). The NFV‑SO is responsible for
the management and orchestration of application
services from multiple tenants (e.g., car manufac‑
turers). This type of orchestrator is responsible for
enabling federation with the peering NFV‑SOs that
belong to the adjacent administrative domains (e.g.,
neighboring countries). In addition, it maintains a
global repository of the application packages and
software images that are usually used by the edge‑
level orchestrators for deploying services on suitable
edge nodes.

• NFV Local Orchestrator (NFV‑LO) andMEC Appli‑
cation Orchestrator (MEAO): The combination of
these two orchestrators belongs to the edge‑level
tier, whereas the operational scope includes the des‑
ignated edge nodes (i.e., MEC hosts) that belong to
a particular edge domain. In particular, there is a
1 ∶ 𝑁 relationship between theNFV‑SO and the edge‑
level orchestrators. The pair of edge‑level orches‑
trators decouples the management operations, i.e.,
MEAO is responsible for the lifecycle management of
CCAM services deployed as MEC applications, while
the NFV‑LO performs the generalmanagement of the
VNFs hosted on the NFV Infrastructure (NFVI).

• Adaptation and Abstraction Module (AAM): The
intermediate layer that enables the communication
between top‑level and edge‑level orchestrators is de‑
ined as AAM. It is deployed on the top of the edge‑
level orchestration tier and is in charge of abstract‑
ing the features of this tier, making it compliant with
the standard de facto Open Source MANO (OSM)
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) of NFV‑
SO, towards the adaptation of both requests and re‑
sponse bodies for the messages exchanged between
two tiers. Its northbound interface exposed to NFV‑
SO is denoted Mv1’ [16], as in Fig. 2. As the MEAO
takes an orchestration decision on CCAM services
and communicates them to the NFV‑LO via Mv1 (Fig.
2), in the sameway, the NFV‑SO takes a high‑level or‑
chestration decision on deployed services and com‑
municates them via Mv1’ to the NFV‑LO. In turn, the
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Fig. 2 – Architecture of the orchestrated edges platform, including all functional components that enable cross‑domain orchestration operations and
coupling with 5G system.

NFV‑SO can remain completely unaware/agnostic of
the underlying NFV‑LO proprietary APIs.

• CCAM services: Any service function or micro‑
service instance that is deployed on the MEC nodes,
thereby performing operations for CCAM‑related use
cases, is considered as a CCAM service. In the 5G‑
CARMEN project, we have made a distinction be‑
tween on‑demand services (e.g., situation‑speci ic or
dynamic mission‑critical applications), and persis‑
tent services that need to be constantly running on
the MEC nodes (e.g., assisted maneuvering services).

• MEC Value‑Added Services (VASs): VASs are MEC
services that can be leveraged by any CCAM ser‑
vice as helper functions for obtaining e.g., network‑
related data, or UE locations. Some examples of VASs
are de ined by the ETSI ISG MEC [17], i.e., Radio Net‑
work InformationService (RNIS) and the geolocation
service. Additional VASs in the form of message bro‑
kers can be deployed to support the dissemination
of messages from the CCAM services to vehicles and
vice versa.

• MEC platform: It represents a collection of essen‑
tial functionalities required to run MEC applications
(more speci ically, CCAM applications) on top of the
virtualized infrastructure, while these applications
can deliver and consume various services, and con‑
nect to UEs (e.g., vehicles).

• Edge Controller (EC): This is an abstraction layer
between virtualization infrastructure management

and edge‑level orchestration that combines the fol‑
lowing ETSI ISG MEC functions: MEC platform man‑
ager and VNF manager, but extending toward addi‑
tional functions, such as VNF connectivity and ser‑
vice mesh control, data plane control, and enablers
for coupling with 5G system components (as shown
in Fig. 2). The EC enables edge network slicing with
associated policies at the edge system level.

• NFVI: This virtualized infrastructure provides the
necessary computing, storage, and network re‑
sources for the associated MEC applications running
on top of the MEC platform.

• 5G data plane, 5G control plane, and transport
network blocks represent the mobile core network
abstractions, whereas the programmable data plane
represents a data plane overlay of the 5G system’s N6
reference point in support of policy routing and traf‑
ic steering [18].

The top‑level and edge‑level orchestrators interface with 
each other in single domains and federate with their peer 
orchestrators from the same tier in cross‑domain oper‑ 
ations. For the purpose of the cross‑domain federation 
and cross‑edge collaboration, both orchestrator tiers are 
leveraging different reference points, i.e. i) the Or‑Or ref‑ 
erence point, which is based on the ETSI NFV standard 
[13], and is responsible for federating between the NFV‑ 
SOs in different administrative domains, and ii) the Lo‑Lo 
reference point, which is derived from the Or‑Or refer‑ 
ence point, and enables the cross‑edge coordination 
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between the NFV‑LOs for supporting cross‑domain 
orchestration operations, thereby enabling state 
migration, service continuity, and low‑latency service 
orchestration requirements [2].

3.2 Requirements, features, and KPIs
The design we presented in Section 3.1 is entirely based 
on the features that are de ined to ful ill a set of re‑ 
quirements for orchestrating cross‑domain service de‑ 
ployments in highly challenging and agile environments 
such as CCAM deployments on distributed 5G edges. Thus, 
in this section, we focus on the main features of the or‑ 
chestrated edges platform presented in Fig. 3, and we em‑ 
phasize the ones that we focus on in this paper, de ining 
the KPIs that we measure to evaluate the bene its of the 
designed features.

Two‑tier orchestration: Given the mobility of UEs as 
the target customers of 5G‑enhanced CCAM services that 
support them in maneuvering operations, proper coor‑ 
dination of services and infrastructure resources in het‑ 
erogeneous 5G environments is a must for providing re‑ 
quired levels of service quality. This becomes even more 
challenging if vehicles are traversing from one domain to 
another, changing the operator that provides 5G connec‑ 
tivity, where orchestrators need to take into account UE 
mobility, and resource demands, and based on that pro‑ 
vide the optimal service deployment for them. Thus, two‑ 
tier orchestration is an enhancement of the state of the art 
orchestration mechanisms, which enables orchestrated 
edges platform to support decentralized multi‑domain 
MEC environments, where services are deployed in a dis‑ 
tributed fashion, thereby following the mobility of the 
UEs, i.e., vehicles. The orchestrated edges platform is ca‑ 
pable of performing a lexible and agile service orches‑ 
tration in a hierarchical and distributed manner, by de‑ 
ploying the top‑level orchestrators in different adminis‑ 
trative domains, and the edge‑level orchestrators in mul‑ 
tiple edge domains per each administrative domain. With 
such a setup, services and their respective resources can 
be managed locally where they are deployed (i.e., in edge 
domains), but different orchestration layers collaborate 
to optimize the outcome of the orchestration operations. 
The bene its of such features are evaluated through or‑ 
chestration KPIs such as single‑domain/cross‑domain NS 
creation latency, and in‑domain/cross‑domain runtime 
orchestration latency (scaling, termination, and migra‑ 
tion), including the study on component‑associated con‑ 
tribution to the orchestration latencies. The details about 
those KPIs are further presented in Table 1, and in Section 
5, we present the measurements for NS instantiation la‑ 
tency in case of single and cross‑domain scenarios, identi‑ 
fying the impact communication and processing latencies 
in the overall orchestration operation.

Edge and inter‑edge level autonomy per Management 
Level Agreement (MLA): As irst introduced by Yousaf 
et al. in [19], the concept of MLA enables delegation of 
orchestration tasks between orchestrators in NFV‑based

orchestration platforms. In the case of the orchestrated 
edges platform, MLA is essential for: i) establishing fed‑ 
erated environments by creating an Or‑Or interface be‑ 
tween NFV‑SOs, ii) allowing top‑level orchestrators, i.e., 
NFV‑SOs to delegate their tasks to the edge‑level orches‑ 
trators, i.e., NFV‑LOs, in order to balance the orchestration 
load, and iii) enabling edge‑level orchestrators to bypass 
Tier 1, and cooperate directly with their peering edge or‑ 
chestrators from the other MEC domains via the Lo‑Lo 
reference point. The MLA is negotiated between top‑level 
NFV‑SOs of different administrative domains via the Or‑ 
Or reference point and enforced in each domain at the 
NFV‑LO via the AAM, which is introduced in Section 3.1. 
Furthermore, to evaluate the improvements that direct 
cooperation between edge‑level orchestrators brings, we 
measure cross‑domain orchestration latency and local‑ 
ization gain (Fig. 3), which are de ined in Table 1. In par‑ 
ticular, localization gain is measured in terms of the num‑ 
ber of signaling messages that are exchanged between 
orchestrators during single‑domain or cross‑domain or‑ 
chestration, as it might increase the traf ic load and delay 
the overall orchestration process. Thus, in Section 5, we 
present the gain achieved in terms of faster cross‑domain 
orchestration operations and decreased number of sig‑ 
naling messages, in the case of direct edge‑to‑edge collab‑ 
oration.

Edge control: Complementary to the delegation of 
MANO operations in a federated environment, the edge 
control feature leverages the MEC system’s awareness of 
a mobile subscriber’s data plane policy to enforce aligned 
traf ic treatment rules in between the UPF and the MEC 
service, e.g., in terms of Quality of Service (QoS), meter‑ 
ing, or traf ic steering. This feature enhances the existing 
Service and Session Continuity (SSC) mode 3 mechanism 
in 5G systems, which enables mid‑session relocation of 
a mobile subscriber’s UPF without breaking the Packet 
Data Network (PDN) session. The enhancement refers to 
the proactive deployment of CCAM service instances at 
target edges, which are proactively selected following the 
relocated UPF of a mobile subscriber that is connected to 
the CCAM service instance. This feature is essential for 
maintaining an optimized routing path between the UE 
and CCAM service running at the MEC while achieving 
service continuity with short communication paths that 
contribute to low‑latency requirements. In this paper, we 
measure the impact of edge control on the application 
performance by measuring data plane latency both be‑ 
tween the client and the edge (i.e., consumed CCAM ap‑ 
plication), and between two peering application instances 
that are running on adjacent edges, while exchanging 
performance‑speci ic data (vehicle location/speed, secu‑ 
rity tokens) in order to mitigate the cross‑domain orches‑ 
tration operations. The strategies for testing the afore‑ 
mentioned KPIs are described in sections 4.3 and 4.4, fol‑ 
lowed by results in sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

Edge slicing: Network slicing is already a well‑known 
concept in 5G ecosystems, as it enables MNOs to cus‑ 
tomize their virtualized network deployments to different
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Table 1 – De inition of KPIs listed in Fig. 3.

KPI name KPI type Description
NS creation
latency Orchestration Latency of creating a service instance based on the onboarded

application package (e.g., descriptor, and Docker container image) in all MEC hosts within required domains.
NS instantiation
latency Orchestration The time needed for the platform to process instantiation requests, and to instantiate CCAM applications on

the selected edges.
Runtime
orchestration
latency

Orchestration The time needed for the platform to perform any LCM operations, i.e., while the application instance is
running (e.g., scaling, termination, heal, state migration, etc.).

Cross‑domain
instantiation
latency

Orchestration

The overall time needed for the platform: i) to simultaneously instantiate the same application in multiple
domains, and ii) to properly notify NFV‑SOs about instantiation in all domains. In particular, a more detailed
de inition of: i) is the time needed to instantiate the peering application instance in domain 2 from the moment
when an instantiation request is generated within the platform, to the moment when the peering instance is
up and running in domain 2. On the other hand, ii) means an additional noti ication delay to notify operations
to remote NFV‑SO, in a SO‑SO communication via Or‑Or.

Component‑associated
communication
and computation
latency

Orchestration
Average communication and computation latency between speci ic platform components: NFV‑LO & NFV‑SO
(inside one domain, via AAM), NFV‑LO & MEAO NFV‑LO & edge controller, NFV‑LO & AAM, and AAM
& NFV‑SO (via noti ication)

MEC service/VAS
failover
performance

Orchestration
Since MEC applications realized as Kubernetes PoDs are mortal, the platform needs to react quickly to failures
and bring the failed service or VAS back, including network connectivity, applying policies, number, and type
of interfaces, connecting to external volume to access session states, etc.

Localization gain Orchestration The balance between NFV‑SO/Or‑Or and NFV‑LO/Lo‑Lo operations. Too much edge delegation can be
counterproductive (NFV‑LO/Lo‑Lo load) and may result in latency for LCM operations.

Service‑to‑service
data plane latency Application Delay in cross‑domain communication between two MEC application instances.
Client‑to‑edge
data plane latency Application Delay in communication between the client (e.g., vehicle) and MEC application instance.
Application
placement
ef iciency

Application Impact of application placement on the average response time, depending on the decision made by
orchestrated edges platform (e.g., MEAO/NFV‑LO).

Application CPU
load Application Average CPU usage during application runtime.
Application memory
load Application Average memory usage during application runtime.

tenants, depending on their network and service per‑ 
formance requirements. This concept can be applied in 
an end‑to‑end manner, covering Radio Access Network

(RAN), backhaul, transport, and core network, whereas in 
the case of the orchestrated edges platform, we provide 
support for slicing at the edge computation level. In 
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particular, top‑level and edge‑level orchestrators are 
preparing service and slice descriptors, which are further 
sent to EC that translates these descriptors into MEC 
platform‑speci ic con igurations. In particular, the use 
of Kubernetes namespaces and storage volumes, as 
well as the control of resource quota helps the EC to 
assign, monitor, and isolate resources dedicated to the 
CCAM and VAS types of edge services. This concept of 
edge slicing is out of the scope of this paper, but we 
refer the reader to our previous work [20] for more 
details on the edge slicing concept and performance 
evaluation.

Transparent edge bridging for service continuity: 
As described in our previous work [21], this concept is 
leveraging the programmable data plane at orchestrated 
edge level to enable transparent bridging of the data plane 
between vehicles and CCAM edge services within differ‑ 
ent administrative domains (MNO domains), in case ve‑ 
hicles are just about to reconnect to the new network 
when approaching a country border. Thus, this feature 
can be considered as a cross‑edge service‑level make‑ 
before‑break handover solution, as it allows vehicles to 
connect to target edge services before the cellular net‑ 
work handover happens, thereby reducing service inter‑ 
ruption and data loss. The transparent edge bridging pro‑ 
cedure is triggered by edge‑level orchestrators (based on 
their decisions, or the ones enhanced by smart CCAM ap‑ 
plications), and it is performed by EC, which con igures 
the programmable data plane to relay data plane packets 
between the two orchestrated edges, transparently to the 
vehicle.

Edge orchestration booster ‑ Smart applications: 
This feature enhances the orchestration decisions made 
by orchestration tiers by leveraging the dynamic noti ica‑ 
tions generated by CCAM applications themselves. These 
enhancements are particularly important for service con‑ 
tinuity, as for orchestration decisions to deploy appli‑ 
cation instances on the target edge nodes and relocate 
them from the source one, it is important to be on time 
in order to avoid or minimize service downtime. In par‑ 
ticular, the applications that are designed to be smart 
and edge‑aware are actually aware of the edge environ‑ 
ment (e.g., elements of the orchestrated edge platform), 
other applications that are relevant for their operation 
(i.e., other peering CCAM applications, or MEC VASs), as 
well as vehicles that are connected to them. With such 
an increased awareness, CCAM applications are capable 
of generating various important noti ications that could 
improve and boost their lifecycle management, i.e., en‑ 
hance the decision‑making process performed by orches‑ 
tration entities. The noti ications are generated based on 
data analytics and/or Machine Learning (ML) running in 
the applications and refer to the processes that are spe‑ 
ci ic for the application operation (e.g., mobility of the ve‑ 
hicle, proximity from the border between two edge do‑ 
mains, or proximity from the border between two coun‑ 
tries). Although we mention it as an important feature 
of the orchestrated edges platform, which ultimately en‑ 
hances service continuity, this feature has been studied in

detail in our previouswork [21], thus,wedonot elaborate
further on it in this paper.

4. TESTING AND VALIDATION METHODO‑
LOGY

In this section, we describe the testing environments, as 
well as the validation methodologies, which have been 
employed to assess the performance of orchestrated edge 
components and services in mobile network operator 
edge clouds. This methodology includes a combination of 
testing within the MNOs’ edge clouds, on‑road testing us‑ 
ing connected vehicles, and lab testing tools for increased 
versatility. Additionally, various enablers and their com‑ 
ponents are being evaluated in lab settings, such as the 
performance of the Service‑Based Interface (SBI) commu‑ 
nication via Kubernetes NodePort compared with the CNI 
extension, which is expected to further decrease latency 
in communication between users and CCAM services de‑ 
ployed at the edge by enhancing the network resource 
utilization. Furthermore, advanced simulation tools and 
models are utilized to verify and create realistic data sets, 
such as simulating the movement patterns of a large num‑ 
ber of vehicles on a highway, for the purpose of testing 
and validating enabling technologies in terms of scalabil‑ 
ity.

4.1 Testing environments
This section brie ly describes a testing environment that 
includes both an in‑lab setting (illustrated in Fig. 7), and 
a pilot environment deployed within the network of two 
MNOs and their edge cloud data centers (see Fig. 8). The 
in‑lab test is used to validate the impact of the improve‑ 
ments on the client‑to‑edge interface to the data plane la‑ 
tency, i.e., to compare Kubernetes native networking with 
additional interfaces such as FDIO, which has been de‑ 
veloped for speeding up the communication between the 
client (i.e., vehicle) and CCAM application running on the 
MEC system. The pilot environment, as shown in Fig. 8, 
is used to evaluate the data plane latency between two 
CCAM application instances running on adjacent edges.
In the case of pilot setting, Table 2 depicts the charac‑ 
teristics of the Orchestrated edge platform deployments 
on top of the resources provided by different MNOs, i.e., 
DTAG and MTA, thereby detailing on the virtualization 
techniques, components deployed, and computing capa‑ 
bilities. As shown in the table, two different virtualiza‑ 
tion techniques are used, Kernel‑based Virtual Machine 
(KVM) at DTAG and OpenStack in MTA. The resources al‑ 
located to the different MNOs also vary depending on the 
MNO network, where for example the MTA network has 
been assigned a total of 56 dedicated vCPUs compared to 
36 in the case of DTAG. Additionally, the memory and stor‑ 
age used for MTA and DTAG are also different, which al‑ 
lowed us to test how orchestrators perform in resource‑ 
constrained environments, and how the computing 
capabilities of underlying NFVI affect orchestration 
performance.
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Table 2 – Deployment details in the cross‑border trial sites.

MNO Virtualization Components vCPU RAM [GB] Storage [GB] Dedicated Fast data I/O Remark

MTA OpenStack edge controller
NFV_LO, MEAO, AAM 56 52 400 YES vCPU dedicated

DTAG KVM edge controller
NFV_LO, MEAO, AAM 24 36 320 YES vCPU shared

4.2 Testing strategies for orchestration KPIs
The testing strategies for collecting orchestration KPIs fo‑
cus on: i) the time required for basic LCM operations to
be performed by the platform on the testbed illustrated
in Section 4.1, and ii) the associated overhead. First, the
LCM operation latency is evaluated by summing the pro‑
cessing time at each component involved and the trans‑
mission time (communication time) required for commu‑
nication among the components. As for the overhead for
LCM operations, it is evaluated by considering the overall
number of messages necessary to complete an operation.
The tests include both local, i.e., single‑domain instantia‑
tion,which is anoperationperformedwithin the samedo‑
main (e.g., a domain of one edge orchestrator), and cross‑
domain instantiation, which is an operation requested in
one domain but performed on a different federated do‑
main. In this evaluation, we focus on the service instanti‑
ation operation, which is more complex than the deletion
operation because it requires interaction with the MEAO
module and a higher computation effort at the NFV‑LO
side. In our tests, we assume that onboarding of service
descriptors and service images in edge nodes has been al‑
ready carried out in a previous step.
To provide a better understanding of the orchestration
KPIs, we present a simpli ied overview of the orchestra‑
tion operations in igures 4, 5, and 6, detailing the low of
themain orchestrationmessages. These igures do not re‑
port standard UML sequence diagrams, since they would
require more details, which would hinder igures’ read‑
ability. In addition, in these igures, it is important to
be able to appreciate the latency contribution associated
with message propagation time. In fact, especially in the
communication between different orchestration tiers or
between remote peers of the same tier, it may result not
negligible, whereas sequence diagrams usually neglect it.
In particular, Fig. 4 illustrates the low of messages re‑
quired to instantiate a MEC, or in our context CCAM, ap‑
plication (which is also called network service, or NS, in
the ETSI jargon [13]) within a single domain. The local NS
instantiation is triggered by the domain NFV‑SO towards
the edge where the application will be executed. The or‑
chestration latency can be measured as the time needed
by theNFV‑SOs to know that the application is up and run‑
ning in the edge node identi ied by the local MEAO. In our
proposal, before NS instantiation, it is necessary to create
the inter‑domain federation on the Or‑Or reference point,
exchanging the MLA descriptors between peer NFV‑SOs.
In turn, each NFV‑SO needs to enforce the MLA towards
the edge nodes. It is important to note that this procedure
happens only once, e.g., during the bootstrap phase of the
orchestrated edges platformwhen the interfaces between
orchestration components are getting established.

From this time, an NS can be instantiated without further
exchange of MLA descriptors. However, upon a change in
policies between top‑level and edge‑level orchestrators,
or a change triggered by adding new involved peers to
other domains, it could be necessary to update the local
MLAbefore service instantiation. In fact, theMLAdescrip‑
tor includes information about peer NFV‑LOs that can be
directly contacted by the local NFV‑LO in case of cross‑
border instantiation (see Fig. 5).
For this reason, in numerical results, we will also show
the contribution to the overall orchestration latency due
to the MLA update, to identify the worst case for the la‑
tency of NS instantiation.
To sum up, in order to quantify the instantiation latency
KPI and the associated components (as described in Table
2), we refer to Fig. 4. In this diagram, it is easy to recognize
three main contributors to this latency:

• The latency associated with the upload of the up‑
dated MLA descriptor from NFV‑SO to the NFV‑LO.
This process is optional, depending on whether the
updates in MLA are required or not.

• The latency associated with NS creation from NFV‑
SO, which is a step needed to maintain compatibility
with ETSI NFV standards.

• The actual NS instantiation delay, triggered by the
NFV‑SO towards the NFV‑LO and MEAO via the AAM.

TheNS creation operation (“CreateNS identi ier” LCMop‑
eration [22]) has been introduced to keep backward com‑
patibility with the ETSI NFV standard on NFV‑SOL 005 in‑
terface [22]. This latency contribution is common to both
the baseline and proposed approach and, as for the MLA
descriptor instantiation, it counts only for the irst time a
service is created and a proper Id is returned to the NFV‑
SO. In fact, once the resource is present on theAAM, theNS
can be instantiated and terminated multiple times, with‑
out the need for NS creation after each termination [16].
It is worth noting that it could be possible to incorporate
the MLA descriptor update as an optional ield of the NS
creation operation, by extending the relevant API. In this
way, the additional latency due to MLA descriptor upload
from NFV‑SO could be limited to the additional data car‑
ried in the create NS request, and the only newly added
latency would be the enforcement of the MLA update be‑
tween the AAM and NFV‑LO, which is intra‑edge and thus
of almost negligible impact.
Furthermore, Fig. 5 illustrates the cross‑border instantia‑
tion of anNS, or CCAMapplication, triggered by theMEAO
via the Lo‑Lo reference point. The goal of this operation
is to address the movement of the vehicle across the bor‑
der between twoedgeor administrative domains, thereby
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Fig. 6 – Cross‑domain NS instantiation by the MEAO via Or‑Or reference point.

scaling the MEC application that is already running on the 
MEC platform of Domain 1 to another one running on the 
MEC of Domain 2, as described in our previous work [21]. 
The blue box in Fig. 5 indicates the procedure described 
in detail in Fig. 4. It is considered that MLA enforcement 
for intra‑ and inter‑domain operations has already taken 
place. According to the information low, the presence of 
the MLA delegates the NFV‑LO complete autonomy to con‑ 
tact the peer NFV‑LO for remote NS instantiation (e.g., 
cross‑domain NS scaling operation). This implies a local 
instantiation in the peer domain and relevant noti ica‑ 
tion to the peer NFV‑SO that, in turn, will update the NFV‑ 
SO of Domain 1 to keep it informed about ongoing inter‑ 
domain scaling. Although the signaling necessary to keep 
the information about running NSs consistent across the 
domain has to include a inal exchange on the Or‑Or ref‑ 
erence point, the measurement of orchestration latency 
does not include these last steps. In fact, the latency can 
be considered as the time needed by the running MEC or 
CCAM application in Domain 1 to be informed about an‑ 
other peer application in Domain 2, to which is possible 
to send packets on the data plane. This is highlighted by 
red arrows in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Finally, Fig. 6 illustrates the baseline system, built 
according to the ETSI speci ications for multi‑domain 
operations [23]. In this case, no autonomy delegation is 
enforced via MLA, thus, upon the trigger received from 
the MEAO, the NFV‑LO has to assume the role of a nested 
NFV orchestrator, which asks the orchestrator with the 
composite role, i.e. its NFV‑SO, to trigger the scaling of the 
instantiated NS in the peer domain. This happens on the 
Or‑Or reference point between the NFV‑SO of Domain 
1, acting again as composite NFV Orchestrator (NFVO), 
towards the NFV‑SO of Domain 2, acting as nested NFVO. 
In turn, this last one, acting this time as composite NFVO 
towards the orchestration of controlled edge, i.e. 
NFV‑LO of Domain 2, acting as nested NFVO, triggers the 
instantiation of the target NS. This info propagates back 
via Or‑Or and then intra‑domain to the NFV‑LO that 
initiated the LCM procedure, which informs the local 
EC of the data plane reference point on which the local 
MEC application can send data plane packets. This 
concludes the evaluation of the LCM latency, even if 
some additional messages have to be exchanged to 
properly close the signaling exchanges.
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Fig. 7 – CNI extension evaluation setup for the client‑to‑edge data
plane communication.

4.3 Testing strategies for client‑to‑edge com‑
munication

In Kubernetes, a POD is the smallest unit that can be de‑
ployedandmanagedby theplatform.Bydefault, eachPOD
onlyhas a singlenetwork interface,whichmaynot be suit‑
able for telco services that require multiple interfaces for
different types of traf ic, such asmanagement, data plane,
and control. However, there are ways to work around this
limitation by using network policy, network segmenta‑
tion, or by using multi‑NIC PODs. These methods can be
used to create multiple virtual network interfaces within
a POD and route traf ic to them as needed. Addition‑
ally, Kubernetes also allows the use of CNI plugins that
can provide more advanced networking features such as
layer‑2 segmentation and SR‑IOV support. In this regard,
the edge controller implements a data plane acceleration
by de ining additional interfaces based on Open‑VSwitch
(OVS) by extending the Kubernetes CNI for low latency
communication. Fig. 7 depicts the evaluation setup for the
two types of interfaces, i.e. the native lannel interface and
the OVS‑based additional interface managed by the edge
controller.

4.4 Testing strategies for edge‑to‑edge service
communication

The evaluation setup of Round‑Trip Time (RTT)measure‑
ments presented in this section is based on Fig. 8, and
it is used to compare the delay differences between the
service‑based communication path (via NodePort) and
the data plane communication path (via Fast Data I/O)
for inter‑MNO edge services communication. This mea‑
surement is important because it provides insight into
the performance of these two different communication
paths, which are key enablers for Edge/MEC applications.
The service‑based communication path is typically used
for control and management traf ic, while the data plane
communication path is used for high‑speed data traf ic.
The RTT measurements can be used to determine which

Fig. 8 – The measurement setup between DTAG and MTA MNOs in the
edge‑to‑edge service case.

path is more suitable for a given application or service,
based on the speci ic requirements for delay, throughput,
and reliability.

5. VALIDATION

5.1 Evaluation of orchestration KPIs
In this section, we present the results for latency mea‑
surements associated with the LCM operations. In order
to highlight the bene its introduced by the proposed solu‑
tion, which includes not only orchestration hierarchy but
also delegation for autonomous operation at lower lev‑
els, we compare the performance of the proposed solu‑
tion (labeledw/MLA)with those of a baseline version (la‑
beledw/oMLA). This includes single‑domain NS instanti‑
ation (as described in Fig. 4) as well as cross‑border LCM
operations associated with w/ MLA, presented in Fig. 5,
and those carried out according to the baseline version
w/o MLA, presented in Fig. 6. Evaluation of performance
is carried out on the testbed described in Section 4.1.
Fig. 9 shows the impact of the three components (optional
MLA update, one‑time NS creation, and NS instantiation)
for the two domains considered in this work, reported on
the abscissa. There are a number of comments associated
with this igure. The irst is that the actual NS instantia‑
tion latency is the dominant contribution to the overall
latency with respect to NS creation and optional MLA up‑
date,which set up theworst‑case latency for the proposed
w/ MLA approach. Thus, the legacy procedure associated
withETSINFV [13, 22]NS creation andnovel addition as a
by‑product of this proposal including MLA descriptor up‑
date have a less important impact on the overall latency.
In summary, the additional delays associated with the in‑
troduction of the delegation are not only optional but also
quite limited.
However, although Fig. 9 provides information about the
different contributions to latency, it does not justify the
signi icant difference between the delay measured in the
DTAG and MTA trial sites. In this regard, Fig. 10 pro‑
vides additional insights. In fact, it shows that while the
communication delays (Round‑Trip Time (RTT) between
NFV‑SO and NFV‑LO plus small latencies due to intra‑
edge communications) associated with the two testbeds
are nearly the same, the processing time for the DTAG
trial site is signi icantly higher than those measured in
the MTA one. This is due to the amount of computing
resources reserved in MTA for these operations, which
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Fig. 9 – Contributions associated with MLA upload, NS creation, and
actual NS instantiation in the latency for local instantiation of an NS
from the NFV‑SO in different clusters; 95% con idence intervals are

provided.

are signi icantly higher than those in DTAG, as shown in
Table 2. In addition, computing resources in the DTAG
node are shared with other services running in the same
node, whereas those reported for MTA are exclusively re‑
served for the considered trialing purposes. The conse‑
quence is that in a well‑provisioned node (i.e., the MTA
one), the communication delay dominates the processing
one, whereas, in a setting with strong resource overbook‑
ing (the DTAG one), processing time can be even twice the
contribution associated with intra‑domain delays.
To complete our evaluation, we consider the number of
signaling messages as a metric de ined as the localization
gain (Table 1). As expected, duringNS instantiation,wedo
not achieve any gain, sinceMLA upload implies additional
messages, as shown in Fig. 11. However, the additional
messages are only two for intra‑domain signaling (NFV‑
SO ‑ AAM) and the additional two for intra‑edge signaling
(AAM ‑ NFV‑LO). As discussed before, since MLA upload
can be implemented as an optional ield of the “Create NS
identi ier” LCM operation, the inal difference would be
just two intra‑edge messages, which can be considered
negligible. Thus, the localization loss due to the delega‑
tion procedure is practically negligible for both latency
and overhead.
Once anNS is instantiated and aMECapplication is up and
running, an interesting operation for evaluating the ben‑
e it introduced by our solution is the cross‑border scaling
operation, illustrated in Fig. 5 forw/MLA approach and in
Fig. 6 for the baseline one, respectively. Similar to what is
done with the NS instantiation, we evaluate the localiza‑
tion gain in terms of both orchestration latency and the
number of exchanged messages. The impact of our pro‑
posal on orchestration latency is reported in Fig. 12. As
in the previous analysis, we provide results for both ap‑
proaches (w/ MLA, labeled ”Lo‑Lo” in the igure vs. w/o
MLA, labeled ”Or‑Or”) and for both directions, in order to
also analyze the impact of the different computing capa‑
bilities of involved platforms.
Furthermore, Fig. 12 shows that orchestration latency re‑
duction due to the usage of the Lo‑Lo reference point is
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NFV‑SO in different clusters; 95% con idence intervals are provided.
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Fig. 11 – Amount of signaling messages associated with local
instantiation of an NS from the NFV‑SO.

signi icant. It implies a localization gain (latency reduc‑
tion) of about 2x in thedirectionMTA−→DTAG, andeven7x
in the reverse direction. From the analysis of the igure, it
is evident that the gain associatedwith a reduction of long
RTT communication is really signi icant, but that further
important contribution is associated alsowith the savings
in processing time. In fact, the communication delay de‑
creases from≈500‑600ms to≈70ms, due to the absence
of intra‑domain communications (RTT slightly less than
200ms) and inter‑domain ones (RTT of ≈75ms). But the
large difference between baseline and w/ MLA strategies
ismainly due to the signi icantly fewer operations to carry
out before the MEC application in the peer domain is up
and running and able to communicate with that already
instantiated in the other domain, thus with a de initely
lower processing time. However, again the amount and
type of computing resources allocated in the two testbeds
play an important role. In fact, in the MTA−→DTAG direc‑
tion with “Lo‑Lo” approach, the only time‑consuming op‑
eration is the local NS instantiation in the peer domain
(i.e. DTAG), which is higher than the MTA counterpart, as
can be appreciated by the igure. Assuming that a well‑
provisioned node is the default choice in operation, the
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overall orchestration latency is well below 0.5 s, which is 
a good result, considering an RTT on the Lo‑Lo in the or‑ 
der of 60 ms from real measurements.
However, when considering the baseline strategy using 
the Or‑Or reference point to carry out this LCM oper‑ 
ation, things become more complex. In fact, while it is 
true that the MTA node is computing‑wise more power‑ 
ful, its impact emerges in different ways, since the time‑ 
consuming operations concurring to the overall orches‑ 
tration latency are mainly two: i) noti ication of AAM to 
the NFV‑SO of the need to scale the current MEC applica‑ 
tion on the MEC node of the peer domain, including the 
”creation” (with ETSI meaning) of a new NS instance, and 
ii) instantiation of the MEC application on the peer edge
node. In the MTA−→DTAG direction, the noti ication hap‑ 
pens in MTA, thus its impact on latency is not so large, and
the dominating contribution is that of NS instantiation in
DTAG. However, in the DTAG−→MTA direction, it is exactly
the contrary, and the resulting overall contribution to the
latency of AAM noti ication in DTAG makes the two orange
bars quite close (about 1.7 s for DTAG−→MTA and 1.4 s for
MTA−→DTAG). In summary, the bene it of using a delega‑ 
tion strategy proves to be important in terms of latency
savings.
Concerning the impact of operation being directly per‑ 
formed via the Lo‑Lo reference point, on the signaling
overhead, we can notice another gain due to the localiza‑ 
tion of operations brought by MLA adoption. In particular,
Fig. 13 shows that our solution implies signi icantly fewer
messages on the intra‑domain interface and only two ex‑ 
tra messages on the Or‑Or, in addition to fewer messages
intra‑edge. In total, the localization gain for the overhead
is about 24%, which is noticeable.

5.2 Evaluation of client‑to‑edge data plane 
latency

The evaluation of the two types of networks is performed
by running a Kubernetes cluster and an external client.
The edge controller’s Northbound Interface (NBI) de‑
ploys a service POD with an additional interface, eth3,
for the data plane traf ic, and the default CNI lannel de‑
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Fig. 13 – Amount of signaling messages associated with cross‑border 
instantiation of an NS triggered by the MEAO.

ploys and manages the service‑based interface, eth1, for 
the service‑based communication. The service POD runs 
an Iperf service for TCP, and the external client creates 
an Iperf connection using different paths: via the Node‑ 
Port and via the Fast Data I/O. This allows us to compare 
the RTT delay differences between the two paths and to 
evaluate the performance of the NodePort managed by 
the CNI lannel (for Service‑Based communication) with 
an Envoy sidecar and Open‑VSwitch‑based fast data I/O 
(for data plane) managed by edge controller connectiv‑ 
ity manager. The results of this evaluation can be used to 
determine which path is more suitable for a given appli‑ 
cation or service, based on the speci ic requirements for 
delay, throughput, and reliability.
Table 3 compares the RTT from the MEC host for two net‑ 
work paths: the native lannel‑based CNI and the FDIO 
paths. The table shows that the average RTT for the ser‑ 
vice path is 0.07 ms, while it is 0.05 ms for the FDIO path. 
The FDIO path performs better in terms of both minimum 
and maximum RTT values, however, the mean deviation 
is higher than that of the native CNI interface.
As shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 the maximum RTT for the 
FDIO interface is 1.5 ms with reasonable stability; on the 
other hand the maximum RTT for the NodePort could ex‑ 
ceed 100 ms with quite some variations. Moreover, Fig. 16 
and Fig. 17 depicts a throughput of 0.8 Gbps in the case of 
FDIO interface for TCP traf ic over a 1 Gbps link and only 
0.08 Gbps is achieved via the NodePort over the same link.

5.3 Evaluation of edge‑to‑edge data plane 
latency

Concerning the evaluation of edge‑to‑edge communica‑ 
tion described in Section 4.4, Table 4 presents the re‑ 
sults of measuring RTT using ping, between the Austrian 
(MTA) and German (DTAG) edges. The minimum RTT de‑ 
lay between the two MEC platforms is 11.255 ms for the 
dedicated data plane path and 26.309 ms for the SBA 
path. The average RTT for the SBI path is 26.384 ms and 
11.604 ms for the data plane path. The maximum RTT for 
the SBI path is 26.459 ms and 16.802 ms for the data plane 
path. The mean deviation for the RTT on the SBI path is 
0.173 ms, while it is 0.711 ms for the data plane path.
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Table 3 – MEC host to application service RTT using ping variation.

Measurement PING Min RTT [ms] Average RTT [ms] Max RTT [ms] Mdev_RTT [ms]
Native CNI for SBI 0.032 0.070 0.283 0.024
FDIO for data plane 0.025 0.050 0.209 0.031

Table 4 – RTT measurement results for data plane path and service‑based communication path.

Measurement PING Min RTT [ms] Average RTT [ms] Max RTT [ms] Mdev_RTT [ms]
DTAG‑MTA (SBI path) 26.039 26.284 26.459 0.173
DTAG‑MTA (Data plane path) 11.255 11.604 16.802 0.711

Fig. 14 – Round‑trip time delay: NodePort with Envoy.

Fig. 15 – Round‑trip time delay FDIO.

6. LESSONS LEARNED AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS

In this section, we clarify how the validation results 
should be interpreted and how future developments can 
build on our project results. The experimental evaluation 
that we used for some parts of the validation is based 
on the developed enablers and the associated research 
prototype for the federated orchestration of distributed 
edges. The main objective is to prove the feasibility and 
value of the speci ied enablers to handle a challenging 
customer of a 5G ecosystem such as the automotive in‑ 
dustry while focusing on mobility across a single admin‑ 
istrative domain. Achieving absolute optimization in se‑ 
lected KPIs has been ruled out so far, as for the purpose of 
this article it is considered secondary and can, for exam‑ 
ple, leverage hardware acceleration for lower communi‑ 
cation latency, and higher throughput as well as data ana‑ 
lytics and machine learning. Summarized information on 
lessons learned during development, integration, and de‑ 
ployment, may help to ind the right direction for further 
builds based on the specified enablers.

Fig. 16 – Throughput NodePort with Envoy.

Fig. 17 – Throughput FDIO.

The availability of Open Source Software (OSS) for man‑ 
agement and orchestration as well as for container vir‑ 
tualization was a starting point for the speci ications and 
later development of the project. While popular orches‑ 
tration frameworks such as OSM and ONAP are well suited 
for the management of end‑to‑end systems, they are lack‑ 
ing support for automated edge‑to‑edge optimizations, 
which is particularly needed in an agile environment. The 
inter‑connect and inter‑play of different systems for mo‑ 
bility management (5G system), edge computing (MEC), 
edge services and data analytics, transport network, as 
well as MANO, is now better understood and a prereq‑ 
uisite for the automation of the overall ecosystem in 
the view of achieving the best match between resources 
utilization, performance, and experienced quality. Vari‑ 
ous enablers have been speci ied, developed, tested, inte‑ 
grated, and trialed, throughout various phases of the 5G‑ 
CARMEN project. Some enablers in the context of federa‑ 
tion and orchestration of distributed edges in a 5G ecosys‑ 
tem have been brie ly described in this article while a 
reference is being provided to an external source of pre‑ 
viously published evaluation results. Recent results are 
described in more detail. This makes the article a 
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comprehensive report on the targeted core concepts 
and enablers.

Distributed orchestration: The system performance 
gains from the speci ied two‑tier edge orchestration ar‑ 
chitecture as tasks can be localized when appropriate and 
load can be distributed. The distribution of orchestra‑ 
tion functions and the localization of edge orchestration 
tasks while enabling controlled orchestration interfaces 
between edge orchestration functions results in an im‑ 
provement of the overall latency igures for the lifecycle 
management of edge services, as presented in this arti‑ 
cle. Further impact of the presented hierarchical orches‑ 
tration system on distributed load and associated costs 
for orchestration at computational (CPU resources), net‑ 
working and energy levels have been determined in an ex‑ 
perimental system as well as analytically, and previously 
presented in [2].

Controlled edge autonomy and localization gain: In 
the view of maintaining ETSI NFV principles, the speci‑ 
ied concept of MLAs keeps the top‑level orchestrator, i.e., 
NFV‑SO, as a root function to determine the level of au‑ 
tonomous operations at and in between edge orchestra‑ 
tion functions. Negotiation and alignment of MLA policies 
for localized orchestration and cross‑domain edge level 
orchestration (via Lo‑Lo reference point) are performed 
between the two involved operators and their associated 
NFV‑SO functions.

Separate treatment of network traf ic for data plane 
and service mesh: While Kubernetes OSS includes sup‑ 
port for service‑based communication, e.g., through En‑ 
voy communication proxies, the bene it in adding en‑ 
ablers for separate treatment of network traf ic for the 
communication between edges services (service mesh) 
and (mobile) data plane traf ic has been recognized and 
realized in this project. The KPIs associated with network 
traf ic can be different, hence different network traf ic 
paths and technologies between Kubernetes PODs run‑ 
ning edge services and the physical network infrastruc‑ 
ture help to implement the required service‑level objec‑ 
tives. In the presented research prototype, technology for 
the communication in a service mesh has been enriched 
with a fast data path to reduce the dependency on costly 
overlay solutions for networking in Kubernetes, i.e. node 
ports with IP address sharing and address re‑writing, 
packet encapsulation, etc.

Cloud‑native design and development: Follow‑ 
ing cloud‑native principles when developing both the 
orchestration system components (MEC application 
orchestration, NFV local orchestrators, etc.) and the 
vehicular services (e.g., Back Situation Awareness (BSA) 
service [24]), and leveraging REST‑based interfaces for 
inter‑component interaction, signi icantly facilitated the 
deployment of those components on distributed edge 
platforms (either on bare metal or inside dedicated VMs) 
and their integration, thereby following the same proce‑ 
dure of deployment (e.g., the same YAML descriptors for

Kubernetes component deployment). For instance, once 
deployed and tested on one of the associated MEC plat‑ 
forms (e.g., DTAG MEC), all aforementioned components 
were easily replicated to the remaining two platforms 
(e.g., MTA and TIM MEC platforms).

Resource selection and service placement algo‑ 
rithms: Taking multiple metrics into account when 
making decisions on placing vehicular edge service 
deployments on a particular MEC platform is essential 
for achieving QoS guarantees. One example of such a 
multi‑criteria decision‑making method could be the 
Technique of Order Preference Similarity (TOPSIS), 
which has been used in the design of the MEAO. The 
decisions on where to place the vehicular edge services 
(on which MEC platform), and where to relocate service 
due to mobility or changes in resource availability, should 
be made in a robust manner, thus taking into account: i) 
resource consumption of the underlying NFV resources, 
ii) mobility of connected vehicles (their current location,
speed, heading), iii) coverage area of edge orchestrators
(service and topological area of NFV‑LOs and MEAOs
where their orchestration decisions apply), iv) mobility
events retrieved from 5G core (e.g., via NEF), among
others.

Data analytics and the role of (edge) services: Em‑ 
bedding a certain level of intelligence into vehicular edge 
application services is important as it enables anticipa‑ 
tion of different events on the roads (the route, speed, or 
heading of a connected vehicle), and as such, the service 
could help orchestration systems to make more ef icient 
decisions on service scaling or relocation procedures to‑ 
wards improving service continuity (even in cross‑border 
scenarios). In the scope of the project, we have demon‑ 
strated this capability of improving edge‑to‑edge service 
deployment for supporting service continuity, by allow‑ 
ing a developed and deployed edge service, that periodi‑ 
cally exchanges ITS messages with moving vehicles, to is‑ 
sue noti ications to edge orchestrators, informing them 
about a vehicle leaving their respective coverage area. 
Taking into account such a noti ication, edge orchestra‑ 
tors are able to proactively deploy the same instance of 
the service in the adjacent edges, and prepare vehicles 
for reconnecting from the source to a target edge service 
instance, which goes beyond standard handover proce‑ 
dures.

Mutual load awareness at system components: In 
line with what is stated above, it is important to also en‑ 
able vehicular edge services to dynamically adjust their 
performance based on the computational load on the un‑ 
derlying NFV infrastructure where they are running (e.g., 
Kubernetes environment on the MEC platforms), i.e., to 
make them edge‑aware. One pragmatic approach to en‑ 
able such edge awareness is to leverage pub/sub mech‑ 
anisms (e.g., ZeroMQ, ActiveMQ, RabbitMQ, Ka ka), and 
to allow edge controllers and orchestrators to publish 
their monitoring data (CPU/memory load of the 
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underlying platform), while edge services subscribe to 
various topics and collect those measurements in real 
time.

Micro‑service‑based software design and develop‑ 
ment: The design of vehicular edge services that are 
tailored to run on the edges of 5G ecosystems should 
follow the micro‑service‑based approach, where the 
overall service logic is split into several loosely‑coupled 
micro‑services that are deployed as e.g., containers and 
as such, orchestrated as Kubernetes PODs. This design 
enables orchestration decisions to be applied on a micro‑ 
service basis, resulting in less time needed for more 
ine‑granular orchestration decisions and operations, 
which could have an impact on the service performance 
as well (less time needed to scale up one piece of service, 
which may result in unnoticeable downtime of the overall 
service, compared to the scenario of scaling up the whole 
service). Such design also enables debugging on per 
micro‑service/software component level.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the design and a developed ex‑ 
perimental prototype for the orchestration of distributed 
5G edges, which has been integrated with three MNOs’ 
production networks for automotive cross‑border trials 
in the EU project 5G‑CARMEN. The automotive indus‑ 
try represents a challenging customer of a 5G ecosys‑ 
tem, with high demand on service quality and continuity 
even when moving across country borders and perform‑ 
ing handovers to a different MNO. While the 5G ecosys‑ 
tem comprises many contributing sources that have an 
impact on the inal service performance and experienced 
service quality, the two‑tier orchestration system that 
we described along with the enablers, tackle the pro‑ 
visioning and lifecycle management of automotive ser‑ 
vices at MNOs’ edge computing resources while improv‑ 
ing latency and service continuity igures for cross‑border 
CCAM. The article is concluded with a comprehensive 
summary of lessons learned during the speci ied sys‑ 
tem’s development and experimentation while clarifying 
how the experimental results should be interpreted and 
treated in follow‑up research and development that build 
on top of the presented results.
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ANNEX
ACRONYMS
3GPP 3𝑟𝑑 Generation Partnership Project
AAM Adaptation and Abstraction Module
AMF Access and Mobility Management Function
API Application Programming Interface
AS Application Service
CCAM Connected, Cooperative and Automated Mobility
CNI Container Networking Interface
DTAG Deutsche Telekom AG
EC Edge Controller
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FA Federation Agent
FDIO Fast Data Input Output
FM Federation Manager
KPI Key Performance Indicator
KVM Kernel‑based Virtual Machine
LCM Lifecycle Management
MANOManagement and Orchestration
MEAOMEC Application Orchestrator
MECMulti‑Access Edge Computing
MLMachine Learning
MLAManagement Level Agreement
MNOMobile Network Operator
MTAMagenta Telecom Austria
NBI Northbound Interface
NFV Network Function Virtualization
NFVI NFV Infrastructure
NFV‑LO NFV Local Orchestrator
NFVO NFV Orchestrator
NFV‑SO NFV Service Orchestrator
NS Network Service
ONAP Open Network Automation Platform
OSM Open Source MANO
OSS Open Source Software
PCF Policy Control Function
PDN Packet Data Network
QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
RAN Radio Access Network
REST Representational State Transfer
RNIS Radio Network Information Service
RTT Round‑Trip Time
SBI Service‑Based Interface
SMF Session Management Function
SSC Service and Session Continuity
TIM Telecom Italia Mobile
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TOPSIS Technique of Order Preference Similarity
UE User Equipment
UPF User Plane Function
uRLLC ultra‑Reliable Low Latency Communication
VAS Value‑Added Service
VNF Virtualized Network Function
ZSM Zero‑touch Service Management
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